
AR-15 Hammer & Trigger Return Spring
[Direct replacement parts for any AR15 hammer and trigger return spring,

including most aftermarket single- and two-stage competition triggers.]

Superior Shooting Systems Inc.
806/323-9488 • 801 N. Second St. • Canadian, Texas 79014 USA

�� Drop-in a lighter, better trigger pull
�� Lifetime durability and consistency 
�� Faster rebound, faster lock-time
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As is, our Trigger Return Spring is lighter in

compression than a standard spring, which

means that trigger pull should improve instantly. How-

ever, to alter spring tension, bend the “legs” downward

(referenced from the installed orientation of the spring)

from approximately their mid-point. Make sure to

bend both the same amount. The amount of ten-

sion provided initially by this spring influences

the resistance of first-stage weight in competition two-stage triggers. 

SuperiorShooting Systems Inc.provides a number of other innova-

tive, effective products for your AR15-type rifle. These include a CS

AR15 Buffer Spring, the CWS™[carrier weight system], ergonomic

Tubb Tiger Grip pistol grips, and more. 



SpeedLock
SystemsTM

Your rifle runs on springs. 

T hese SpeedLock CS springs are made from the highest quality

Chrome Silicon alloy. Ours are the only firearms springs construct-

ed from this superior material and held to rigid industry 9002 Quality

Control Standards. Along with the use of certified materials, this combi-

nation yields the highest quality, most consistent, and best performing

springs available. 

SpeedLock CS AR15 Trigger Spring Set
This addition to the CS Spring family lets a gunsmith tune an AR15

trigger and know it’s going to stay where he set it. These rifles are noto-

rious for changing trigger characteristics, and one of the main culprits is

cheap springs. Our CS springs stop that. These replacement parts

embody all the performance and consistency advantages of our superior

Chrome Silicon material. For instance, a conventional AR15 hammer

spring can lose 25 percent of its power in as few as 5000 cycles (some

lose more much faster than that). Our CS Spring loses just 7 percent over

500,000 cycles.

Hammer Spring
Like other CS Springs, the AR15 Hammer Spring is actually a “light

weight” component (-10-percent reduction from standard) that retains

“heavy weight” punch. Lighter compression and stronger rebound

means trigger pull weight may be reduced while hammer striking force

increases, and lock time decreases. This seemingly contradictory prop-

erty is due to the radically superior performance characteristics of

Chrome Silicon compared with music wire.

Call or write for more information or come see us on the web at

www.davidtubb.com or www.zediker.com


